Moonglow DVD-Videos
For UK residents only, you must be a member (£5 if with order) to purchase.
Mail Orders to: Moonglow, BCM Appt 7889, London, WC1N 3XX, United Kingdom
DVDs: £18 each including Postage and Packing. Please make all cheques payable to Moonglow.
To order by credit card, please call our office on +44 (0) 3333 210 142
C01: Kelly & Jane Discover the Cane Jane, the secretary, and Kelly, the maid, work for CP author Bob Coleman at his
elegant house. Set in the sixties, he believes in putting into practice what he writes about. The two ladies have a difficult
relationship and wind up fighting often, which gives Bob plenty of opportunity to whack their pretty bottoms. The maid is
very pretty in her neat black and white outfit as her bottom is thoroughly reddened while the prim, starchy secretary is
absolutely ripe for a sound spanking. The film ends with both ladies receiving twelve strokes of the cane with their
bottoms seen bouncing in the mirror while their faces illustrate the effectiveness of the cane. Together with C04 on the
same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C02: Consequences One A pretty young wife goes to London for the day without telling her husband, instead telling
him she is going into Manchester. He is furious when he finds out - a bomb scare in Manchester exposes her story. He is
even more angry when she refuses to tell him why she went to London. After a sound spanking, which fails to elicit the
truth, he sends her to make some coffee. Seeking revenge, she puts salt in his coffee! The husbands patience is finally
exhausted. First the strap, then the cane, is applied to her shapely bottom, until the truth is finally revealed. Together with
C03 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C03: Consequences Two: Paula's dreams are dominated by spanking fantasies. We go into her mind and see her
dreaming about her husband spanking her. In the next dream, she is back in the sixth form and gets six of the best from a
prefect. This leads on to where she is at teachers' training college and her training includes a taste of the paddle and the
cane. In her confusion, however, she imagines that she also receives a thrashing with the riding crop. Finally, her irate
husband returns home, who ticks her off soundly for going to bed rather than doing the house work. A further six with the
cane leads to a thorough rogering! Together with C02 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C04: The Sports Mistress (Rattan College 1) Mary is the captain of the Rattan College cycling team. Flushed with
victory, Mary and another girl stop at the pub to celebrate on the way back to college. A little later she is breathalysed!
The video starts the next morning when Mary receives six of the best from Miss Grant, the Sports mistress. Afterwards,
Mary and Miss Grant start talking about their CP experiences. Then Sir Jasper, the head of the College Governors,
arrives. He is appalled at what he considers is the modest punishment of Mary. He applies a further six of the best to her
trim bottom before sending her out. Then after a dressing down, he applies the cane to Miss Grant's superb bottom, to
express his displeasure at her lax approach to discipline. Together with C01 on the same DVD and charged as one
DVD.
C05: Rattan College 2: Sarah Remembers Everything. Some erotic overtones in this one, Sarah leaves Rattan
College where a hot, red, throbbing bottom was a regular event for this rather indolent young lady. Her new boy-friend is
a CP enthusiast, and they discuss her punishments at length. Over several evenings, they reenact as many of them as
possible. The first scene he places the naked Sarah over his knees and smacks her bottom until he feel the passion welling
up in her. By the last scene, he gives her six traditional stripes across her shapely bottom, and we leave them where the
inevitable conclusion of such treatment commences. Rhyme & Reason (Aka: Impertinence). A young lady makes up a
very naughty poem about her maths master. He is furious and she is summoned to his study. She is strapped face down
over a table as the first part of her punishment. She is then made to read each verse of the poem. After each one, she gets
three strokes of the cane on her bare bottom. So flustered is she that she repeats a verse by mistake: and still gets the three
strokes for the extra verse; brilliant acting by two performers deep into the scenario. End of Term. The headmaster
summons three sixth formers who have received particularly bad reports to his study. They are brought in by Miss Black
who outlines their reports. Each one gets a good end of term beating, and is told to take their striped bottom off on
vacation, to think how they can improve for next term. But the Head is still not satisfied. Miss Black also receives a good
ticking off, and is told that her performance is not so good either. Her bottom is soon striped as well as the head doesn't
spare the rattan. But in this case we leave them is a tender embrace!
C06: Female Spanking Fantasies This video is something of an experiment. We all know that being spanked is an
erotic and well-known female fantasy (About 18% of women find it erotic according to some US research). So we asked
five young ladies to tell us about their favourite scenario, with a view to filming them. The results varied greatly, from a
superb twenty minute scenario to one that just managed five minutes. The jump from fantasy to reality is not always easy.
We asked the young ladies to show us how they fantasised about being spanked them, then intercut the spanking scenes to
give a sense of reality. The result is highly erotic! NB: This is a Spanking Only video.
C07: New Girls A two part video with the theme of young ladies making a first test video, and how it goes. In the first
part, Naomi takes part in a headmaster - sixth former in trouble scenario. She is summoned to the headmaster's study

when some money goes missing. The hand and the slipper encourage her to confess while the cane atones for her sins. For
really genuine facial expressions, don't miss this section. In the second part, Christine upsets her boyfriend by taking calls
from other 'lads' on her mobile. Her irate boyfriend takes her home, strips her off and gives her a long discipline session,
her first taste of corporal punishment. Together with C10 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C08: Teacher's Folly A classic tale of sixth formers in trouble! School sneak Joanne gets Sarah and Fiona into trouble,
by reporting their meeting with their boy friends to Miss Bolton. She makes the mistake - the folly - in punishing them
herself. Dr Fordham discovers this and he is not pleased. Not satisfied with the punishment, he spanks and canes the girls
himself. Then it is Miss Bolton's turn. Dr Fordham demonstrates on her, for her benefit, how the job should have been
done. As a finale, Sarah and Fiona bend Joanne across a desk and give her a good spanking. Together with C09 on the
same DVD and charged as one DVD
C09: Well-Thrashed Glamorous young Kaye applies for a job on the editorial staff of a spanking magazine. Obviously,
the editor wants to know her CP experiences, which she tells in a series of flash-backs. Satisfied with her resume, he then
requires practical evidence. She has to watch another lady member of staff (played by the popular, much spanked and
caned Alison!) take six of the best, then prove she can take it as well. She passes with flying colours. Together with C08
on the same DVD and charged as one DVD
C10: Staff Cuts A local squire converts his home into a country house hotel. A firm believer in traditional discipline, he
records all the misdemeanors of his female staff in a Punishment Book, especially the activities of his well-worn cane.
The French Maid, the cook, the shapely gardener, and even the squire's daughter have entries in the Book, some several
times. The cane and strap appear regularly in the entries. We see each scene reenacted as the squire browses through the
punishment book. Together with C07 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C11: Take Three Girls Part One: Take Three Girls Life in a British sixth form college! Jackie and Veronica are often
in trouble. Mandy, Jackie's sister, at another college is usually a "goody-goody". Jackie rings Mandy for consolation after
being told to attend her house-master's study to find Mandy is about to get six of the best as well. Over the next day, canes
are busy: Jackie is beaten by her house-master, following a spanking that he cannot resist. Later, we see Mandy getting
her sixer from her headmaster, while Veronica is caned by her house-mistress next morning. But the girls cannot resist
getting up to mischief, and Jackie and Veronica receive another six of the best from the headmaster next day. Part Two Doctor in Command Mary is astounded to hear that her childhood sweetheart is now the local doctor. She trumps up an
excuse for him to call and see her, and wears a shockingly erotic outfit to meet him. He soon sees through her ploy and
proceeds to spank her. Then he sends her back to their old headmaster for a traditional six of the best, as a final
punishment. Together with C16 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C12: The Art of Spanking A treatise on the noble art of spanking! Many enthusiasts will have cause to discipline both
staff and girl-fiends/wives. This tape shows how to deal with a secretary and girl-friend, and the different approaches
necessary. There are six scenes for each situation, covering hand spanking, the paddle, the tawse, the martinet, the riding
crop and the cane. For the secretary, they are used firmly and with great authority. For the girl-friend, their use develops
with the relationship. Together with C13 on the same DVD.
C13: Spanking Dreams Part One: Six of the Best Glamorous Alison has found a job at a conference centre, but soon
runs foul of the no smoking rule. Delightful in her red uniform, she gets six of the best from the supervisor. Then is sent
to her room to compose herself. On the bed, she falls asleep. Disappointed in the caning, she dreams about how it should
have been done, how she would have asked for each stroke, her shapely bottom high in the air, she takes a further twelve
strokes. Part Two: Maid for the Birch Colonel Kensington is having trouble with his maid; at breakfast one morning
she slams down her keys on the table and storms out. Stunned, he sinks into a day-dream, wondering how his worthy
grand-father would have handled the situation. The solution would have been the brisk application of the birch. We see
him apply the birch with great gusto to the charming bottom of the errant maid as she holds her bloomers wide open.
Part Three - Count Spankula The voluptuous Tracey reads too many horror magazines. One evening Count Spankula
arrives in her bed-room looking for taste of young blood. The best blood is from a recently spanked bottom of a young
lady. He gives Tracey a thorough spanking until her bottom is hot and glowing red. The rest is obvious! Together with
C12 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C14: Wayward Wives These are three short stories about husbands having trouble with wives and how to deal with
them. In the first one, the irate husband finds that his wife is having an affair. He makes her bend over a tall stool and
commences the interrogation, assisted by firm slaps to her shapely bottom. The truth known, he applies six of the best
with the cane as punishment. In the second, a troublesome wife is sent up to her bed room. She waits nervously on their
four-poster bed until he arrives. She then bends over the end for the strap and the cane. Finally, more trouble with a
particularly glamorous wife who has mounting trouble with her time-keeping. A striped bottom comes to the rescue.
Together with C15 on the same DVD; charged as one DVD.
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C15: LQQK back in Spanking Sarah and Carol went to the same sixth form college and then joined the same company.
They meet up again several years later and decide to go for a cup of coffee. There the waiter turns out to look very like
their old boss who used to use the cane on them with gusto. The two start to reminisce about the punishments that they
received both at college and from their first boss. In turn, they describe how they were strapped and caned, each trying to
trump the other girl’s story of how severe the punishment was. We see every story! This tape also includes about twenty
minutes of trailers from Moonglow North Tapes. Together with C14 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C16: Spanking Down Under How they do it in Oz! If you like family discipline tapes, these will be for you. Not very
heavy but some intense scenes, and the uncle does eventually produce an over-due cane!. Part One: Natasha Never
Learns. This is a mother who makes a daughter, who thinks she is too old to be spanked, regret that idea! Ruler and gym
shoe are applied with gusto to the shapely bottom, as well as a hard hand that does not let up in a hurry. Part Two:
Victoria Says Uncle. Victoria, in part two, has to spend a term with her uncle in Melbourne. What a revelation! The
spoilt brat’s bottom dances to the tawse, paddle, ping pong bat and eventually the cane before she gets the message.
When she sprays her uncle with the hose one afternoon, his fury knows no bounds. An interesting couple of half hour
tapes from our cousins down under. Together with C11 on the same DVD and charged as one DVD.
C17: Members' Compilation Running time: 90 minutes. At various times, members offer us videos that they have shot
themselves or filmed with our assistance. This tape is a selection of four of such tapes, which we thought members would
enjoy. (1) Pillow Fights & Stripes: A partner in a law firm has too very difficult secretaries. After a particularly difficult
day, he sits back and imagines how he would deal with the young ladies if he was their headmaster. That would include a
liberal dose of a nice, swishy cane. (2) Caned for Smoking: In this short story, a sixth former gets caught having a smoke
with the college gardener. She is told that she has a choice; either she gets the cane or he gets sacked. After a paddle
reddens her bottom, the cane stripes it. (3) Punishment Hour: A college prefect is in serious trouble. She is called in for a
punishment hour, which includes several sessions of effective bottom reddening. (4) Dancing Red Bottom: A short final
clip where a young lady in bright red leggings goes for a good caning.
C18: Spy School This tape sees the return of Alison, a young lady familiar to and very popular with longer established
Moonglow members. Set in a spy school for young ladies, it is filmed on a hidden camera basis. That is, it is almost all
action. After the event, we decided to count the cane strokes; the two young ladies receive about 230 between them! The
story is about a section leader, Helen, at the training school. and a member of her section (Alison). Among the many
scenes, we see Helen, bare-breasted, giving Alison a good thrashing. Both girls are given sound unofficial spankings at
one point; we see their bottoms glowing red by the end. We weren’t sure whether the spankers’ hand or the girls’ bottoms
stung more at the end. On top of all this, we see the young ladies getting caned by several members of the staff. One for
all enthusiasts for the cane!
C19: Highlights. Extracts from number C01 to C18
C20: Wrens in Trouble. The cadets at a secret Wren training establishment (Special Intelligence Section) are about to go
home for the summer vacation. The chief instructor has to conduct the end of term reviews. He has left Stewart and
Phillips to last because their record has been awful that term. What a disaster; rifles nearly killing people or drunken
parties in town, to mention a few incidents. We see how the Major deals with them - very firmly - before the Chief
Instructor gives them a final end of term caning. (For our US friends, Wrens are female members of the British Navy)
C21: The Caning of the Spanish Master's Wife Scandal! The Moonglow Academy is stunned when the Spanish
Master's Wife gets a spanking from a kitchen maid. The spanking has a series of knock-on effects that the wretched maid
could not possibly have forecast. Our story starts in Dr Fordham's office, the college's ancient history teacher, who is
about to give tutorial about the history of corporal punishment. Waverly the maid refuses to tell him where Señor and
Señora Adama have gone. When Dr Fordham threatens to spank her for lying, she admits that she knows where they have
gone, and why. She had spanked Aura Adama! The film flashes back to the spanking.
We see Waverly spanking Aura. Señor Adama walks in, and for good measure spanks both women. What Aura does not
know is that Waverly and her husband are into spanking games. However, he takes the opportunity to teach his wife the
joys of being spanked, and caned. He hauls her off to the punishment room, while the maid peers through the door. Dr
Fordham is shocked by this story, and the video ends with him giving the wretched maid a good spanking, which is of
course exactly what she loves.
C22: Nanny’s Folly David has taken the children off for a long weekend leaving the nanny, Dusty, and his wife, Moira,
at home. Dusty is smoking pot in her bedroom, fantasising that Edward, Moira's father, is spanking her. Moira walks in
and catches Dusty; she is not amused. She spanks her in the bedroom then tells her to come down to the sitting room in
five minutes. Nervously, Dusty goes down to the sitting room, where Moira canes her. Later, Edward enters, amused.
Dusty runs out back to her room. Meanwhile, Moira has promised David never to spank a nanny again after he had to buy
off the previous one who was threatening to sue them. Edward agrees not to tell David if she takes a caning from him. She
is spanked and caned.
This DVD-video also has a 15 minute scene shot at a Moonglow Party where a dispute between two delectable ladies
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is settled by a caning competition. One takes 46 strokes before pulling out while the winner proves her credentials by
taking 56 strokes.
C23: Spanking Reminiscences A researcher visits a leading girls’ academy which has abolished corporal punishment
several years ago. He wants to interview staff members who attended the college as students, and to interview them on
their spanking and caning experiences. The first is Louise, the wife of one of the present masters at the college. We start
by her recounting a severe caning she received for smoking pot. We see the cane bouncing savagely off her upturned,
enjeaned bottom. Then she admits that her husband still spanks her, her favourite scenario being tied to a cross and having
her bottom smacked in that position.
Next is a present-day teacher being interviewed, who admits that she was caned twice while in the sixth form. She was
one of three girls caught cheating in mock exams and her bottom paid handsomely for this serious transgression of the
rules. Finally, the Spanish Master’s Wife is back, being soundly caned yet again. She was caught smoking pot with
Louise and paid the same penalty. We see her shapely bottom dance while she is bent over a caning school. Then finally
her husband enters and gives the researcher a demonstration on how to chastise a wife with a shiny black leather paddle.
C24: Boss’s Pet A manageress at a posh hotel is furious when she finds a valuable vase is knocked down, in fact by a
new young maid towards whom she has lecherous inclinations. Her "pet" however blames other staff members, which
gives the boss a perfect opportunity to apply the cane, with enthusiasm over their bared bottoms, more than once as she
pursues her inquisition. But of course the truth will out. She eventually admits that she knocked over the vase. The
manageress seizes her opportunity. The pet is stripped off, given a mild spanking and sent to the boss’s bedroom! An allgirl video.
C25: Army Stripes Filmed over three sessions, this tapes has six girls in it; quite a result! Set in the Second World
War, our ladies, who are meant to be guarding the ammo dump, enjoy gambling in the staff room much more than sentry
duties in the cold. But the local redcaps are not above exploiting the situation. Instead of putting the girls on a charge,
they meet out some much more instant discipline, with great gusto and enjoyment. Even the female officer gets a hot
bottom when she crosses the cheeky redcap. This tape is a must for those who like their girls spanked in uniform.
C26: Lady Penelope’s Folly Our squire tries to move his manor into the twenty-first century, ..... in some things. He sets
up a training centre in the manor and employs Dr Thwackam to run it. But both he and the squire believe in traditional
discipline for the young ladies who work at the centre. Now when Lady Penelope's valuable broach goes missing all hell
breaks loose.
The first suspect is Mary, her Ladyship's personal maid. She is spanked by Penelope herself, soon joined by the good Dr
Thwackham. She blames her step daughter, Connie, who then is spanked by Dr Thwackham and the squire. She in turn
blames Stella the kitchen maid, who is next for the "Squire & Thwackam" treatment. She blames Mary to the exasperation
of the squire. He decides that all three will be spanked until the truth will out. So Penelope, Thwackam and the squire get
down to a serious triple spanking, before the squire decides that Mary is the guilty party. They decide to give her a good
thrashing with the cane, which is nearly complete when a messenger arrives from the local pawnbroker. Lady Penelope
left the receipt behind for the broach when she pawned! The squire is furious. Now it is Lady Penelope's bottom that will
suffer. Mary, the Squire and Dr Thwackam each take turns to give her a good caning.
C27: Lessons in CP There are times when young ladies have to be on the dishing out side. But they have to learn their
trade like anyone else. This video is about a very special academy for young ladies, specialising in training them to be
experts in the administration of corporal punishment. But of course they must know how it is going to feel. Hence they
are put through their paces, to experience a hand spanking, the tawse and of course the cane. Three very attractive ladies
start this course, but only two finish!
And Does it Hurt? Maisie is caned in the punishment room by Anne in the last of a string of canings for wearing jeans
to college, a budding rebellion curbed. Anne returns to the common room. Mary and Corrine, two young teachers,
discuss how tough Maisie is as both have had to caned her as well. Then they begin to exchange their own spanking
experiences. Finally, they wonder if they could take what Maisie took. Anne offers to cane them; they rise to the
challenge. So they all go off to the punishment room to see if they really can take it! Now they know what they will be
dishing out in the future.
C28: New Moonglow Girls Part One: Gina's Tail. We regularly receive requests from young ladies to participate in
videos. On this occasion, we had two and we decided to make a test video. This is the result. The story line is simple; an
office in the 1950s where the boss enjoys putting his pretty young staff across his knees for a traditional spanking. His
Swedish secretary is shocked, attitudes in Sweden being liberal even in those days. His office junior is more
philosophical, having just come from a school where red bottom were not uncommon. This is a hand spanking only film.
Part Two: Mandy's Memories. Mandy is an "old girl" who married a young master at her college. Now her husband is a
house master and a friend of her husband is visiting. They get onto the subject of corporal punishment. She describes her
experiences when she was at the college, in days when girls got the cane. She also admits that her husband, now deprived
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of the right to stripe the bottoms of his students, still takes his frustration out on her bottom.
C29: The Maid's Revenge This tape starts with the scullery maid having her bottom soundly striped by the butler. The
phone goes and the butler finds Her Ladyship screaming at him down the phone. The lady's maid has messed up her
ladyship's coiffure, and she is furious. The butler tells the footman to finish off the scullery maid's caning and proceeds
upstairs. There her ladyship tells the butler to take the maid away and soundly thrash her bottom. Of course he obeys. Big
mistake on her ladyship's part! It turns out that the maid had intercepted a love letter from her ladyship to her lover.
Blackmail! Either her ladyship takes what the maid has just received or the letter finds its way to his lordship. With little
grace, her ladyship gives in. The lady's maid whips her ladyship's bottom while the butler and the footman look on!
Justice, Upstairs, Downstairs style.
C30: Prefects' Stripes It is the last day of the last term before the cane is abolished. Four masters are toasting the cane
in best whisky, reminiscing about the attractive young ladies whose bottoms have been soundly striped. In the process, the
maid, who is serving the whisky overhears them and calls them a load of "pervs!" She gets soundly spanked for her
audacity. We see the reminiscences as flashbacks. At one point, the four senior prefects, each a head of house, are caught
drinking in a study. One by one they are caned by their own house masters. We also see them have their shapely bottoms
leathered at various points in the story. Finally, a prefect comes in to report that she has been caught cheating in mock A
levels. The video ends with each of the four masters giving her a final six of the best.
C31: Nemesis for Lorna Harry makes a real mistake! He promises his sister that he will keep an eye on Lorna, her
rebellious daughter who is at college near where he lives. Within days, they are arguing. One evening she returns from a
demonstration in support of the striking firemen instead of attending lectures. They have a row and she hits him over the
head with her banner. Realising that she has gone too far, she goes upstairs to her bedroom when he furiously sends her
out of the room. He sits down to ponder the problem, and starts to day dream. He remembers what happened to a girl in
1971 who went on a Ban the Bomb march. He imagines that he gives the same treatment to Lorna; a spanking followed
by a good caning. When he wakes up, his mind is made up. He storms upstairs and grabs the wretched Lorna who has
gone to sleep. He spanks her soundly then produces a strap which makes her bottom glow red. With a job well-done, he
returns downstairs well satisfied. Also included on this tape is a selection of clips from the Moonglow Spanking
Situations site, for those who are not signed up and curious to know what is included. The clips are longer than those
shown on the site.
C32: Maids for the Birch They had different standards in them there days. Two young maids, who work for the squire,
are caught stealing and eating apples in the Beadle’s garden by the squire. He sends them home immediately but it is too
late, The Beadle has spotted them. Soon after, the plump beadle arrives at the squire’s mansion demanding to birch the
girls. The squire supplies him with a birch, and the Beadle waddles up to their rooms to give them a good birching. When
he is gone, the squire is furious, having been severely embarrassed by the actions of his maids. He produces a cane and
calls them down one by one for a thorough caning, not being overly impressed by the birching that the Beadle has handed
out.
C33: Secretary, Moonglow Style 2003 saw the release of Secretary ( with Maggie Gyllenhaal as Lee Holloway who is
spanked several times by James Spader as E. Edward Grey ) and the vast amount of publicity that followed. We thought
that we would rework it into a form that Moonglow would support. In our version, the new secretary arrives on Friday
afternoon for her induction. She finds her predecessor being thoroughly spanked even on her last day. She is then appalled
by the old manual typewriter that she will be expected to use. How will she avoid making mistakes! But it gets worse on
her conducted tour, they come across the paralegal being caned for fiddling her expenses. Over the weekend, she has
some strange urges and, when she gets back from the night-club on Saturday night, decides to experiment. She spanks
herself with a hairbrush then masturbates to an unusually big orgasm. On Monday, she turns out to be a rather idle
secretary, and is very rude to an important client. You can imagine what follows.
C34: Tartan Tanning For this video, we head north to Scotland, the home of the tawse or belt as it is known up there. At
the Moonglow Academy, the prefects look after most of the discipline. Banners and Simpkins are two enthusiastic
prefects and keen to do their duty when they catch Lucy and Ulrika enjoying a illicit bottle of wine. The girls are hauled
off to the prefects' common room and the canes are brought out. Prefects are only permitted to administer six strokes. But
Banners and Simpkins decide to take a bottom cheek each and each one to administer six strokes to one cheek. Near the
end, the deputy headmaster arrives and is not to pleased with what is going on. In fact he thinks that it is on the verge of
serious bullying. He sends them all out and calls them back one at a time for a sound strapping, the prefects for bullying
and the others for boozing. By the end, the strap makes all the girls' bottoms glow red.
C35: Caught and Caned Peter Caruthers and his mistress, Angela King, are off to dinner. She likes to go out with a hot
glowing bottom; Peter is more than happy to oblige. When they return, Angela catches a thief climbing out of the toilet
window. They are shocked to find that the burglar is a girl called Daniela. Given a choice, she opts for a sound caning
rather than a visit to the cops. During the caning, it turns out that Angela left the toilet window open. After Daniela is sent
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off with a striped bottom, it is Angela’s turn. Her caning is very different from the glorious spankings that she so loves.

C36: The Matrix Moonglow Style plus eight other CP stories. The Matrix Moonglow Style: Goodies and Baddies,
based on the Matrix films. In this twist to the theme, the girls find their bottoms being soundly spanked whenever they
step out of line, which is often. Tale Number Two: The Chemistry Master's Car. Pranks are frowned upon. This one
gets Winston a double caning; six for taking part and six for not sneaking. Tale Number Three: Chewing Gum is
banned. Winston likes her chewing gum and when it is banned, it gets her a sound leathering. Tale Number Four: RAF
Cadet is Caned. RAF Cadet receives six of the best for letting rifle off by accident. Tale Number Five: Sent Home for
Smoking. Sally is sent home when she is caught smoking. When her step father arrives, she is smoking again and he takes
a gym-shoe to her pert bottom. Tale Number Six: Late Night Out. Sally dreads when her mother goes away. Her stepfather does not hesitate to give her a hiding when she breaks his rules, such a getting home in good time. Tale Number
Seven: No Smoking. A sixth former is spanked for smoking behind the bike sheds. Tale Number Eight: You WILL go
to College. A sixth former wants to become a beach bum. Her teacher canes her until she agrees to go to college. Tale
Number Nine: Tanned Tart. A prostitute is spanked by a bible basher, to little effect.
C37: From Mind to Bottom. Part One: From Mind to Bottom or Jane’s Delight. Jane is Hugo’s mistress. One of his
favourite games is to phone Jane and tell her how he is going to spank or cane her. He knows just how erotic she finds
these games. First we see him call her and remind her how he spanked her last time they met - her bottom in the air, raised
by her pillows as his hand made her bottom a glorious red. A little later, he calls her back again to tell her to meet him at
his office after work. He tells her how she will have to dress up as a school girl for a well deserved caning. You can
imagine what this does to her.[30 minutes] Part Two: From Bottom to Mind or The French Au Pair’s Delight. French
au pair, Chloë, loves her erotic chats with her boyfriend; but bad move having them in her boss’s study. He is not amused
when he catches her. She is shocked when he promptly spanks her. When he produces a selections of straps, she cannot
believe her eyes. But she is even more shocked when she finds that she loves the feel of a glowing red bottom. [23
minutes] Part Three: The Persistent Offender. Some young ladies think that they are too old to be spanked. When the
headmistress’s patience runs out with a difficult sixth former, she resorts to traditional methods and gives the sixth former
a well earned spanking. [4 minutes]
C38: The Wicked Kane Club. Peter is the manager at the Wicked Kane Club. We first meet him when he is punishing
Angela, his mistress, because she slapped a club member’s face. During the punishment, Karl, the club’s backer with his
girl friend, Daniela, arrive and goad him to spank Angela harder. Then Cindy, the new waitress, arrives and is shocked at
the scene she witnesses. Karl is not impressed, however, and gives Daniela a sound spanking to demonstrate what she will
receive if she starts whingeing again. Later, it is discovered that a case of scotch has gone missing and all three girls are
summoned back to the office. The interrogation continues with a liberal use of the cane to encourage the girls to admit
the truth. It is a long, hard job but the men know it has to be done for the good of the girls. (Joint production with Top
Marks / Kane Magazine).
C39: Nikki and the Cane. Nikki Montford has developed a reputation of being one of the toughest young ladies on the
spanking scene. Her fortitude under the sting of the cane has become legendry. Over the last two years, she has made a
number of clips and short stories for our websites. We thought that this excellent work should now be recognised and
brought together as a DVD-video. The following stories are included here for your entertainment. (1) A Hundred Strokes
in Jodhpurs: She plays a girl working in a riding stable who has an irresponsible attitude. It costs her bottom a 100 strokes
of various canes and riding crops, while bent over a whipping stool. (2) Prepared for the Cane: Here she plays a
precocious sixth former who enjoys banter and innuendo with her housemaster before he canes her. (3) End of Term
Caning: In this section, she is a sixth former who is sent home with a well thrashed bottom when she is bottom of the
class. (4) The Lazy Cleaner: In this story, Nikki is an arrogant and lazy hospital cleaner. Her boss gives up on her, takes
her to the boiler room, and applies a big black paddle to her bottom with enthusiasm. (5) The Caning Log 1967: Presented
in diary format, she receives six of the best four times in 1967. The housemaster does not fail in his duty. 65 minutes.
C40: Approved School. Norah and Prudence absconded and have been brought back by the police. The third girl that
they escaped with is still missing. They are locked in the cells over night, to await a thrashing next morning from the
director, Mrs Edna Savage. They start discussing their previous punishments. Prudence tells Norah about her canings at
her posh public school. Norah tells Prudence about her punishments from her father in law. In the morning, the director
punishes both girls. They receive extra punishment because they refuse to say where the third missing girl has gone. At
the end, Norah’s father in law turns up, saying that Edna is too cruel. He gives her a taste of her own medicine, assisted by
the girls. 60 minutes. (Joint production with Top Marks / Kane Magazine).
C41: Best of the Cane. We have selected caning clips from the entire twelve years in which Moonglow has been
producing DVD-videos. They come from all three directors who have contributed to the Moonglow productions. This
DVD focuses on nine girls who have contributed significantly, amongst others, to the UK female caning scene. The girls
are Alison, Aura, Emma, Jenny, Karen, Lorrayne, Melissa, Lucy Bailey and Sandra. In addition, we have included a scene
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from a one to one recorded by John shortly before his death. Finally, there is a very realistic scene called Visit to the
Headmaster’s Study. Four six formers are summoned to his study after breakfast and given six very hard strokes each
across their scantily clad bottoms. Not to be missed. 120 minutes.
C42: The House Master’s Duty Cornwallis and de Ville have been reported to Ms Sutherland for smoking weed (pot).
She is very angry but wants to know where they obtained the pot. They refuse to tell her so he gives them both ten strokes
of the cane. When they still refuse, she tells them to go to Mr Radford’s study individually. Nicola comes in first. He strip
searches her then spanks and paddles her, all to no avail. He canes her again and sends her away. Penelope is no more
cooperative but he decides a search would be a waste of time. After paddling her he goes out to the toilet. When he
returns he hears Nancy the school nurse arguing with Penelope. He beats Penelope again then sends for Nancy. Nancy
denies that she is the supplier so Mr Radford spanks her. As she still denies it, he sends her to Mrs Sutherland. She
paddles and canes Nancy. Then despite her earlier promises, she fires the wretched nurse.
C43: Caning News This is our new “DVD” newspaper; a selection of caning and spanking stories from our website for
you to enjoy. Caning News includes: Anna Beaten Yesterday Evening, Braithwaite Beaten Twice, Druggie Carol Beaten,
Lazy Sharon Sherringham Caned, and Triple Caning in College. The Spanking News sections includes: Asha’s Big,
Shock, Double Spanking by Mr Jones, The Edwardian Maid, Mrs Baraclough gets a Hiding and Nurse Mavis’s First
Punishment.
C44: Caning News 2 Another selection of clips from the Moonglow website. The eight clips, with six different girls,
have a cumulative running time of eighty minutes, again split half and half between spanking and caning.
The clips are: Bottom of the Class: Lazy Nicky hates studying and is caned each fortnight as she remains bottom of the
class; Prefects’ Punishment: Naughty Nicky pays three visits to the prefects’ common room, to have her bottom thrashed;
Gardener Birched: A old style gardener at a girls’ school has a row with a teacher and is birched for her efforts; A Dress
for Spanking: This time one dress - a very mini skirt - results in three young ladies being spanked. A Dipso Wife’s Bottom
Roasted: Asha promises her husband that she will stop boozing; failure results in an inevitable spanking. Waitresses
Spanked: When their work becomes sloppy, they are shocked to be sentenced to sound spankings; Triple Schoolgirl
Thrashing: Three very cheeky sixth formers blatantly smoke in the school yard. Big mistake! Mrs Baraclough’s
Humiliation: This is the sequel to the first Mrs Baraclough story in Caning News 1.
C45: The Punishment Files An unmissable selection of clips from the Moonglow website. The sixteen clips, with eight
different girls, have a cumulative running time of sixty five minutes. You can play them straight through (Play all) or
select your favourites from the menus. We see a surly sixth former, played by pretty newcomer Cammi, receiving four
very sound canings. Has there ever been a more caneable bottom on the CP scene? But the delights do not end there. Top
CP star Nikki Montford is soundly paddled as a lazy house wife who likes to dance naked in the kitchen rather than
make her husband’s dinner. After that, she plays a sixth form bully who receives six of the best in her swimming costume
for ducking another girl. Finally, in Spanked at Work are included five clips of young ladies being spanked in work type
situations. Alison is one of the young ladies offering a perfect bottom for these scenarios.
C46: Backpacker’s Hundred A young backpacker arrives on an idyllic Pacific island with some pot in her luggage.
Silly! She is absolutely astounded by the summary justice that is administered for such a crime on the island; a hundred
strokes of the cane. Senior members of the island government are allocated twenty five strokes to administer, each with
rather different caning technique. (40 minutes)
Also on this DVD are three short stories from the days of prefecthood. In the first, Cruickshank’s Caning, jealousy causes
a prefect to have her love rival, a non-prefect, caned. A little later, three prefects are on duty at the swimming pool. But
cocktails and boys are of more interest to them. In Triple Spanking and Triple Caning, we see how the swimming master
deals with these useless prefects. (20 minutes)
C47: Wynter’s Tales is the story of two lesbian lovers - Wynter Prendergast and Carol Everson - a relationship that
started when they were sixth formers at a posh school. In the first reminiscence, they are caught in bed together and sent
to the headmaster for ten strokes of the cane each. Wynter is made a prefect first and we see her give Carol a sound six of
the best. A little later Wynter is deprefected and Carol appointed in her place. Carol of course uses this chance to get her
revenge, with six of the best for Wynter. The story then moves on to the time Wynter introduced Carol to a dungeon,
where she cropped and caned by Wynter with enthusiasm. Next Christmas, Carol is very late back from the office party;
Wynter seizes the opportunity to thrash Carol yet again, this time over a special stool she has made for the purpose.
Finally, as the girls chat about corporal punishment in their relationship, Carol suddenly decides that is has gone too far;
she soundly spanks and paddles the stunned Wynter! (48 minutes)
Plus two shorts School Dance Fiasco (6 minutes) and After Concert Triple Caning (4 minutes)
C48: Corporal Cane(s) C48 is the story of a bruising encounter between the Corporal and an unruly aircraftswomen,
Helen Harper. The rebellious Harper is sent to a special disciplinary unit run by Miranda Canes. Harper thinks it is very
amusing when she tells the ‘Corp’ that she was caned at school for putting a drawing pin on the teacher’s chair. When the
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Corporal is called out for a few minutes, Harper cannot resist playing the same trick on Miranda. She is furious and sends
Harper out for half an hour while she tends her bottom. When Harper returns the cane will see front line action. But
rebellion is in Harper’s heart; pity the poor Corporal’s bottom as well. (48 mins)
Plus two shorts Twelve in the Morning, Six in the Evening (5 mins) and A Caning Fantasy (13 mins): Two workings of
the same caning here. First, Anna Thorpe is summoned to the headmaster’s study for a severe caning for persistent
tardiness. Second, five years later, she is summonsed by her boss from her hotel bedroom. She feels like being called
again by her old headmaster and reworks the caning in her mind, as she plays with herself.
C49: Housemasters’ Wives Here we see three young wives of masters at a posh school who have to suffer the same
punishments as the students. First in the School Play Fiasco, the dress rehearsal of the staff play is a shambles; the irate
English master calls in the three wives who had caused such a shambles. The wretched women are spanked and paddled,
to their utter amazement. In After the Hen Party, the three wives are arrested by the police. The furious headmaster
instructs their husbands to cane them. Sixth Form Memories is a flash back to the days when the three women were in the
sixth form. The badly behaved sixth formers caused mayhem in those days and their housemaster did not hesitate to
thrash them when necessary. Finally in A Painful End of Term, we see a scene where the irritated English master is
seriously concerned about the work of two of the girls. They are called just before they go home, to be soundly caned.
They leave with tears in their eyes and stripes across their shapely bottoms. Plus A Suitable Bottom for the Cane (20
minutes) Some bottoms are perfect for caning. In the this story we see a young lady caned at various points in her life; as
a naval cadet at school, a posh student, security guard and house wife.
C50: The Mischievous Maid (42 minutes) Molly, our cheeky maid, played is hauled in to see the squire by Lady
Elizabeth, the squire’s wife. The maid is accused of putting a laxative in the guests’ sugar bowels the previous evening.
The result was a social disaster. The irate wife demands that the squire thrash the maid, who is (apparently unknown to
the wife) having an affair with the squire. He is quite happy to strip her off and give her a good spanking. But he is in awe
of the girl’s seductive smile, and when she accuses Sally, the house keeper, of substituting the laxatives, Sally is soon
having her bottom smacked. Then her ladyship returns and is furious as Sally is her lesbian lover (apparently unknown to
the squire.) After a row between the Sally and Molly, Mr Cornish, the bursar is called in, and the girls are dragged off to
the manor’s classroom to be soundly caned. But the cane elicits the truth. It turns out that Lady Elizabeth was responsible,
in order to get her revenge on Molly for having an affair with her husband. So now the squire and the bursar take it in turn
to thrash her ladyship.
Plus Prison 100 (42 minutes)
Flavia Hope is a dreamer. When she reads The Prisoner of Zenda, her brain goes into overdrive. She drifts off and
imagines that she is in a prison, refusing to disclose who was her partner in crime. She is sentenced her to one hundred
strokes of the cane. She is taken to the punishment room and tied over a stool. The 100 is then administered immediately.
C51: Bottoms Up! (66 minutes) Late 1960s. The Moonglow Production of Bottoms Up, a burlesque show, is about to go
on tour to London, Paris and Milan. Lead actresses, Prudence (Aleesha) and Stephanie (Xela), are not taking the show as
seriously as they should and are always upsetting the well-meaning director and, worse still, the grumpy executive
producer. As the show tours, the girls get into trouble time and again. At first, the director spanks them at each
infringement. But the producer is not happy; he tells the director, in no uncertain terms, that the girls must feel the cane
across their bottoms or be fired. Finally, for good measure, the producer canes both girls on their arrival back in the UK.
(42 minutes) Plus three shorts: The Chastised Shoplifter: Set in the 1950’s, a young wife accepts a caning rather than
be prosecuted for shoplifting. (7 mins) The Corporal’s Wife A domineering army corporal spanks his wife when she is
late home; learning obedience the hard way. (3 mins) The Caning of the Under Matron. When Matron catches one of
her assistants snogging a sixth former, the housemaster canes the under matron for such despicable behaviour. (7 mins)
C52: Caning News 3. This is another compilation of clips from our website, for those who do not have the internet or
like the better quality of a DVD. The DVD contains eleven CP stories, six with canings and five with spankings. There
are six actresses involved; Aleesha, Leia-Ann Woods, Elena, Sophie, Donna and Sami from the Philippines. Sami plays a
maid who is music mad. This results in her being spanked by the father in law when the family are away and master of the
house when they get back. Aleesha and Leia are two secretaries at a posh public school. Miss Woods (Leia) causes chaos
by putting the wrong letters in some envelopes. On the instructions of the headmaster, senior secretary Aleesha is ordered
to cane Miss Woods. But to her horror, the headmaster decides to cane her as well for her part in the shambles.
Sophie plays a sixth former who is beaten twice in one term for shoplifting. Soon after, she leaves and lands a job in an
office. The morning after the Christmas party, she is found snoring at her boss’s desk. He is not amused and spanks her
without hesitation. A year later, she reminds her boss what he did at the previous Christmas party. This time he strips her
naked before making her bottom glow red. This is Sophie’s first video, so her reactions are very natural as are her tears in
the toilet afterwards, when she examines her chastised bottom.
C53: Games Housewives Play. This DVD is a sequel to Kane DVD, Games School Girls Play, with Sally and Jennifer.
Set ten years later, in the first part, Jennifer phones Sally. Sally lying naked in bed, the girls discuss their CP experiences,
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which turn Sally on in a big way. Then Sally’s husband shows up, and she has to hang up rapidly. He is very annoyed
with Sally and the part ends with him making Sally bend over the bed for a sound caning. Part two starts when the girls
return from an expensive shopping trip. Soon the subject of conversation is back on corporal punishment. They remember
their last visit to the headmaster’s study where they were soundly thrashed as well as when Sally was appointed a prefect
before Jennifer. The Sally used her authority to cane Jennifer; later Jennifer extracted her revenge. Please note:
This DVD-video contains some graphic sexual scenes as well as serious use of the cane.
C54: The Cane and I. The setting is a posh finishing school in the 1960s. Two pupils are caught smoking and sent to the
principal. He spanks and canes both girls. But their rebelliousness does not stop there. The exasperated man transfers the
two girls to the Swiss version of his finishing school, where the principal is even stricter. Attired in their new uniforms,
including long white gloves, they are sent to the principal on arrival. Aware of their reputation, he beats both girls
immediately, as a first instalment on any transgressions they may under take in the future and a timely reminder what will
happen if they break any of his strict rules. Emma and Sophie provided exquisite bottoms for the cane. In part two, a
student (Katja) is spanked by her tutor, which brings memories of the cane flooding back. He is surprised at her
enjoyment of the spanking. She recounts her experiences of the cane to him and how they excited her. He in turn tells her
of his predilection for whipping the bottoms of pretty young students. Later he takes her to a dungeon. There, the girl is
taken to new heights of pleasure with the whip.
C55: Students’ Folly. It is rag week, and the College Principal is kidnapped in a fundraising prank. Two students, Ellen
and Hermione, are the ring leaders, and Drs Fordham and Aimes the exasperated tutors. The result is a liberal use of
spanking and caning to establish the culprits and exact due retribution from the wretched students. (46 minutes)
plus Cynthia’s Punishments: Late fifties, Cynthia is sent off to a posh finishing school, where there is great pressure to
succeed. But hard work does not come naturally to Cynthia, and the temptation to cheat in her mock A-level exams is
overwhelming. Caught, she is sent to the principal, who takes a very poor view of her behaviour. The result is 12 severe
strokes of the cane. Early sixties, Cynthia has landed a job at a posh company. But flirting comes naturally to Cynthia
and, when she is seen out with the boss of a rival firm, she is in trouble again. Her present boss decides to spank her,
something she actually loves. Soon she is writhing with pleasure. But OTK is excellent for some G-spot massage. Three
times her boss gives her a massive orgasm before completing her spanking! (23 minutes)

C56: More Punishment Files. This collection of spanking and caning stories covers a wide range. It includes three
clips each from two top spankee models, Aleesha and Stacey, a couple of 1990s classic clips, plus six of the best clips
from our web site. Classic Clips: Maids for Punishment was shot in 1993, but never used because of the full length
format usual at the time, However, it includes a couple real and effective canings. Also there is Amber’s Punishment is a
rather ham-fisted clip, with Amber Scott, a leading 1980s spanking model. Aleesha: Three clips made in 2010 by Aleesha
for our site - Beaten Again, Aleesha’s Fantasy and Gertie the Maid Gets Spanked . Stacey: Three clips made in 1990s for
Moonglow West. These are A Secret Six of the Best, A Caning for the Taxi Ride, and Stacey’s Punishment Hour.
Six of the Best: We have selected half a dozen excellent clips made in 2009 and 2010 for our web site. 1. Memories of
Beating. (Gina) 2. The Strict Guardian. (Sophie) 3. Beating of Marjorie Manners. (Helen) 4. Six for Pamela. (Unknown)
5. The Spanking of Andrea. (Michelle) 6. A Paddling for the Maid, which stars Moonglow’s very own Donna.

C57: Alison’s Beatings from the 1990s. Alison's rear end was probably thrashed on film more than any other bottom
in the world in the 1990s. Often credited as Alison de Brat in publicity literature, she was also extremely tough. In the
extract from the Condomania, she receives six of the best from John, stands up and goads him for administering a feeble
“sixer”. As a result she receives a veritable caning, amongst the best ever shot on video. In the Tracey extracts, she shows
her fellow secretary how to take a caning, and, boy, does her boss lay it on. She also takes a pretty good spanking on her
very shapely bottom. This retrospective of films made by Alison in the 1990s includes eight caning scenes, four spanking
scenes and four bondage scenes. (The latter have never been published.) They were all shot on analogue tape between
1992 and 2000, which means that some of the clips are not as good as modern digital standards offer. An all action DVD;
enjoy. (120 minutes)

C58: All Girl Special. The first section includes five all girl scenarios, covering spanking, paddling and caning. The
situations are all unrelated. They range from Catalina, the incompetent maid, to an American “slapper” visiting her friend
in London, who is not amused by her attire. All star cast with Donna, Jean, Emma, Leia, Irelyn and Winter. In the second
sections, we have a delightful cameo of Kami Robertson, who is irresistible. Playing a student, her tutor wants her to strip
off and have a shower, before being caned for poor work. It becomes a trial of wills before she finally strips, but because
of her intransigence he decides to cane her before she has her shower. Bent over, exquisitely nude, she is spanked and
caned pouting away in a manner that only she can manage. Essential viewing for all who are delighted by the thrashing
such of an attractive bottom. (75 minutes)
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C59: Seven Striped Bottoms. This collection of short stories is a must for all caning enthusiasts. Included are twelve
caning scenes with seven girls. The clips vary in age substantially. Two clips each with Emma, Sasha and Jo were shot
this year while the clip with the voluptuous Stacey dates back to the 1990s. The themes cover a broad range: Emma is
beaten for getting into a fight in a hockey match, while Jo, on a visit back to her old school, remembers being caned for
smoking while skiving off during a tennis match. When Sasha visits her old headmaster to discuss a reunion event, she
realises that the last time she visited his office was for a beating. In the mood of the current economic climate, Fiona is
arrested for shoplifting while on holiday. The police are keen to save money. As an economy measure, they give her a
sound caning, instead of taking her to court. See below for some of the best scenes. (105 minutes)

C60: The Erotic Art of Spanking. One thing splits spanking enthusiasts down the middle; erotic spanking. Half hate
it and half love it. We have had an erotic clip site for many years, but the clips have never, to date, been used in DVDs.
To see how people react we thought that we would produce one, but make it clear that it has erotic content. However
please note that there is no graphic sex; just beautiful spankees thoroughly enjoying themselves. This DVD has
contributions from four young ladies; Pauline, Gina Moon, Allison and Zoe Montana. The two Pauline clips were shot in
the 1990s, with a young lady from who could not help getting frantically turned on by a spanking. Absolutely nothing is
faked in here; proof of how some ladies love it. Gina Moon is a more cerebral spankee who found the cane a great
challenge and would goad the caner to deliver more until she exploded in pleasure. Allison is an older spankee, proof of
how spanking often becomes more powerful with age. This is one of her fantasies, where her jailer spanks and fingers her
with dramatic effect. Finally, we have Zoe Montana, in one of her very early clips, finding the touch of two canes over her
body and bottom very stimulating. When the canes start to flick her bottom, harder and faster, she is in paradise. (75
minutes).

C61: The Husbands’ Revenge. Miss Myers, with her sidekick Alex, run MMAWW, the Miss Myers
Academy for Wayward Wives, which has just opened its doors for business. The academy specializes in
bringing trophy wives to heel on behalf of their exasperated husbands. Aleesha and Ellie May are the
first clients, sent by their irritated husbands to learn the art of being good wives. The voluptuous Joanna
plays Ellie-May (pictured right, waiting for the cane), who cannot avoid being insolent, even when the
cane is about to bite down on her fabulous bottom. The second part is After the Reunion Dinner.
Edward and Stephanie have just returned from a reunion dinner. The last time she had met the headmaster was when she went to his study to be beaten. When she tells Edward this, he is intrigued and
wants to know when else she was caned. Told in five short stories, Stephanie relates the times when her bottom was
soundly thrashed. As she tells of the experiences, she becomes more inebriated, and in the last one demands that Edward
chastise her. From somewhere, he produces a paddle and makes her bottom dance to its tune. Not to be missed stories
starring the fabulous CJ at her best; watch her take the cane. (Total running time 90 minutes)
C62: Where Girls Get Spanked. The theme of this DVD is about places where young ladies are likely to experience
the joys of corporal punishment. Part 1: The Private Detective's Office: This is a Moonglow update on all those
Humphrey Bogart private detective films where the rich, spoilt young lady eventually got a very sore bottom. Here
arrogant Candy Glitters (played by Chloe) tries to hire a PI to investigate her husband. But slapping the face of the PI
does not build confidence. The result is that she gets a good spanking. But then he goes to visit Candy's husband, who
recommends that the PI should give her a really good hiding if she turns up again, which is exactly what happens. This
time it is the paddle and cane, applied with some gusto! Part 2: The School Master's House: This is one of the more
obvious locations. In these two clips, a school master and his wife play CP games. The theme is basically that the wife
admits to getting away with things at school and now the cane has caught up with her. Part 3: The Manor: Down in the
bowls of Much Beating Castle far into the depths of the countryside, Sir Giles has his snug. One day he discovers that his
spendthrift wife has excelled herself. Down in the snug he feels free to spank her soundly. Part 4: The Spanking
Audition: Any audition for a CP movie is going to want to ensure that the young lady is up to the part. These two clips are
extracts from Moonglow audition tapes dating back to the late 1990s. (Total running time 90 minutes; © 2012).

C63: A Finishing School…….With a Cane. This DVD is made up of twelve scenes from our website. The theme of
sixth form girls misbehaving at a finishing school is always popular. Most of the scenes are of canings but with a few
spankings thrown in. The participating girls are Gina, Chloe, Sophie and Melissa, so there is delightful selection of
shapely bottoms. Here are two of the story lines: First, Gina Moon is back on CP duties after a five year break. Playing
her favourite role of the surly sixth former, she hates rules; why should she not walk on the college grass? But the bursar
is not amused. He drags her into the punishment room and spanks her. Later discovered on the booze, she is back for six
of the best with the cane on the very next day. In another storyline, oversexed sixth former, Tamsin, is always in trouble.
The result is that she is often bent over waiting for the cane. She keeps a meticulous diary of her beatings. In this section,
we see four entries where her housemaster has thrashed her, mainly for taking more interest in young men than her work.
The result is that these regular beatings seem to have little effect. The young lady who plays Tamsin is real tough cookie!
(Total running time 93 minutes; © 2012).
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Moonglow North Titles:
N01: Test Thrashing A young lady wants to make a spanking video, and goes to visit a photographer in his studio to
discuss the idea. There she meets him, and a friend of his who is a frequent actor in such videos. Given her shapely figure,
they are keen for her to make a video, but of course she must audition first. Excited by the idea, she agrees! Of course,
she must experience all the appropriate instruments, and all the required positions. As the audition continues, she becomes
quite excited by the whole idea. This is a scene that she is coming to enjoy, and participates with enthusiasm.
The final fifteen minutes is a short called Paula’s Punishment, where Alison, a favourite at our parties, plays the young
lady in trouble. Her mother is away, so she uses her charms to persuade her mother’s austere boy-friend to lend her his
car, promising that she will not drink and be back before midnight; she returns at 2am half drunk. Furious, he does what
he feels is long overdue. He spanks her to little effect. His ire up, he produces his long dormant cane, and proceeds to
sober her up with the liberal use of the yard of rattan across her most shapely bottom.
N02: Whack, Oh! The bosses have an eye on the delectable and very voluptuous Sharon. With her spankable bottom
and superb figure, they have some great ideas planned out for her. With the assistance of the other secretary, the delightful
Tracey, they lay a trap for her. A selection of spanking instruments are laid out in the girls' office. The two girls start
experimenting with them. The two men walk in just when Sharon is trying one of them out on Tracey's bottom. They tell
her that she has a lot to learn and demonstrate their techniques on Tracey, then they tell Sharon that she is to find out how
each item feels. Tracey is sent off to get on with her work, while they get down to some serious punishment on Sharon.
Her voluptuous figure gives them an ideal subject, which degenerates eventually into something much more erotic. But
Tracey is curious! She peaks round the door, and is shocked to see what is happening. Despite her caution, she is spotted.
Next morning, her boss confronts her. He tells her that, since she is jealous of Tracey, some of the same treatment is in
order. He proceeds to spank her, then makes her bend over her office chair for a thorough caning. Her glowing red bottom
at the end is proof of the effectiveness of her boss's work.
N03: Spanking Compendium One. We have reedited a number of Moonglow North Videos that were published
between four and six years ago, for republishing. All the films have been shortened, by removing much of the padding,
and maximising the action! (These edits have been made up from the original camera tapes.) They will be marketed as
Compendium Tapes made up from three or four originals. Compendium One includes extracts from three original tapes.
The first part concerns a young lady who applies for a secretarial job at an office, which has an unusual way of
maintaining high standards. Her infringements are recorded and when the add up to a certain number a spanking ensues.
The boss carries them out with enthusiasm. In the second part, a glamorous young wife is astounded when she finds out
that she has become a pawn in her husband’s gambling. When he losses, his gambling mates collect by giving her a
spanking. Now her opinion of this game is not very good! In the third part, a young wife’s house-keeping goes awry.
But these things have a habit of coming out is unexpected ways. When her husband does find out, he produces a cane for
some long overdue retribution.
N04: Nursing Her Bottom Amy Cole has just returned to nursing since her children have started school. However, she
still like to enjoy herself. A couple of weeks after starting, her husband finds something in the car that gives away her
affair with a male nurse. Furious he decides that some punishment for his erring wife is long overdue. A firm believer in
chastised wife when necessary, he soundly spanks, straps and then canes his wife. Her shapely bottom is ideal for this
solution. But she is very late for work. Sister catches her as she tries to creep into the ward, still rubbing her bottom.
Soundly ticked off, she is told that she will be in trouble if she is late again. Only a week later, she arrives chatting away
on her mobile, and nearly half an hour late.
The bossy young sister tells her to attend her office at the end of the shift. Now Amy is unaware of the Sister’s
inclinations. She makes Amy stand while she spanks her, one hand strapping her bottom, the other exploring her body.
This turns Amy on, much to her consternation. Suddenly, she has had enough and pushes the sister away roughly.
Astonished, the Sister gets out the cane, and makes Amy bend over her desk. Wounded by her passes being rejected, she
lays into Amy’s bottom with her whippy cane. When she finally lets Amy stand, her tears have made her mascara flow
down her face. Amy’s humiliation at being caned by a woman ten years her junior is complete. She would prefer her
husband stripping her bottom any time!
N05: Spanking Compendium Two Another three parter which was originally issued about five years ago. In the first
part, Prisoner Tracey is caught smoking in an area where it is forbidden. The formidable black warden, Penny, spanks
Tracey rather than reporting her. But the Governor and his deputy walk in during the spanking. They spank Penny, then
turn to completing Tracey's punishment. The strap, the paddle, and finally the cane is applied to her shapely bottom. But
being a tough Northerner, her bottom is a match for her efforts. Well punished and bottom glowing red, her tears turn to
lust in a short time, and we leave them as they get down to other pleasures. In the second part, Part Two: Would you
believe it, these two prefects get a job as strippers in the local night club to earn some extra money. Now one of the
members of staff of their school visits the club! The headmaster and the girl's house mistress are going to nip such activity
in the bud. They spank and strap the girls, before apply the cane with gusto, to ensure such a thing never happens again
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Part Three: Briony has been too active, and the local cop shop becomes interested in her activities. But Eddy, the
policeman, has his own ideas. Briony jumps at the prospect of avoiding a visit down to the nick, an option she eventually
rues.
N06: Spanking Compendium Three This compendium has two very different stories. In the first part, Mr Jones, a henpecked and unhappy husband, calls for the assistance of the CP Administration to deal with his bossy nurse of a wife.
Following a lesson in the principles of domestic discipline, the CP administrator carries out the first punishment himself,
to good effect. Working through the slipper, martinet, strap and birch, he proves that her northern grit does not extend to
her bottom. Finally, she is sent off to put on her school uniform for a taste of the cane. A job well done! The second part,
Discipline School, is a visit to the sixth form of the Moonglow Academy. Two lippy young ladies make the mistake of
photocopying the lines that they have been set as punishment. Soon it is off to the punishment room, first for some
spanking and tawsing before the traditional cane appears. Now this is a headmaster who takes his time and does the job
thoroughly. Finally, there are two all-girl shorts, the Insolent Maid and the Wicked Step-Mother.
N07: Spanking Compendium Four Part One: The Secretary Talk about getting into trouble on your first day at a
new job. Young Lorraine - tall, sultry, long dark hair, a cheeky demeanor and a shapely bottom - is more interested in the
spanking instruments on the desk than getting on with her work. When she is caught smoking the bosses cigarettes, the
sparks fly. It’s out, or a thorough spanking! Soon her bottom is dancing to a range of instruments. But the sincerity of her
promises doesn’t ring true. She is taken next door and bent over the end of the couch. Her red bottom high in the air, the
cane whistles down across it time and again. Some really serious caning here; a deeply striped bottom and an exhilarating
experience for young Lorraine. Don’t miss it! Part Two: The Shoplifters A couple of shapely shoplifters, played by
Alison and Stephanie, are caught in an Antique Shop, trying to leave with some valuable items. In no time their leggings
are down to reveal shapely bottoms, overdue for a good spanking. But due to any lack of real contrition, both girls receive
twelve strokes with the cane as well. A true deterrent to any further such activity.
N08: Spanking Compendium Five Part One: Late for Work In the first part, a secretary is persistently late and the
the head of the typing pool takes matters into her own hands. She spanks and canes the girl. However, the boss discovers
what is going on and is not impressed. He does the job properly, on both girls. Substantial all girl action here. Part Two:
Spanked for Speeding In the second, a police inspector is concerned about the standard of driving of the wife of a friend
of his. He turns up at her house, and stuns the wife with an original offer; be prosecuted or be spanked. After some
thought the wife agrees. The Inspector gets down to the job, with some enthusiasm. Part Three: A Hand for Peter. The
last part is more traditional. Peter is at his wits end with his wretched eighteen year old step daughter. Then, one evening,
he has a drink with an old friend, Alan, who suggests a solution. A few days later, following a letter from her headmaster,
she is confronted by the two men. Now is the time for some direct action to persuade the young lady to mend her ways.
Encouraged by Alan, Peter gives the girl a well earned red bottom, and a neat set of cane stripes!
N09: Spanking Compendium Six Part One: The first is a flat mates’ discipline story where one discovers the other has
been smoking pot, and roasts her friend’s bottom as a result. Part Two: The second takes place in a hairdressing salon
where an arrogant and difficult stylist eventually get her come-uppance at the hands of the furious owner. Part Three:
Finally, we see Camilla dealing with a truculent sixth former, who has forgotten what the tradition six of the best is like.
She remembers, as Camilla applies her skills to the full on the shapely girl’s bottom, with the usual results!
N10: Spanking Compendium Seven Part One: I want my pictures back! The first story is a spanking tale with a
difference; a young model is unhappy with a set of pictures that a photographer has taken of her. She wants them back,
but it’s not that simple. He blackmails her! If she wants the pictures, she has to take a good hiding first. Oh, dear. The
wretched young lady has to experience the full range of his spanking instruments, finally leaving with a glowing red
bottom, severely striped nates and her photographs. Part Two: Sixth Form Rebellion Ended The second story is more
traditional. Peter is at his wits end with his wretched eighteen year old daughter. Then, one evening, he has a drink with
an old friend, Alan, who suggests a solution. A few days later, following a letter from her headmaster, she is confronted
by the two men. Time for some direct action to persuade the young lady to mend her ways. Encouraged by Alan, Peter
gives the girl a well earned red bottom, and a neat set of cane stripes! Part Three: Spanked in the Attic. A venture
guide has heard of girls being taken to the attic for punishment. When she steals some money, she discovers that it really
exists.
N11: Moonglow North Highlights. Two hours of extracts from numbers N01 to N10.
N12: Humiliated Neighbours. This is the raunchiest Moonglow North video yet. When friends Alison and Jane move
into a semi-detached house, Alison goes around to meet her new neighbour, Joe. While he is in the toilet, she steals his
credit card and the girls go a £2,000 spending binge that evening. Big mistake! Joe is a firm believer in corporal
punishment and more than happy to exploit his new found power over the girls. Next morning, he summons Alison to his
house for a spanking, a caning and more than a bit of erotic play. But of course she blames Jane, who is summoned the
next day. The activities with Jane become ever more torrid that the previous day. But she is also honoured with a glowing
red bottom and a neat selection of stripes across her bottom before she returns home. Jane has passed the blame back to
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Alison, who is called round again the next day for further treatment. Of course she has mixed feelings as Joe’s blend of
punishment and pleasure is a new and exotic element to her life. How much more pleasure/pain can her body take? (65
minutes)
N13: Legal Beatings Be warned. This is a strong video and should not be shown to anyone with a weak constitution! A
local Police Drug Squad has developed its own methods of dealing with drug traffickers; “C.P. or Confinement.” They
make those who agree to C.P. also return for further doses of punishment. They even video tape some of their efforts!
Moonglow has managed to get hold of some of their recordings and instead of selling them to the News of the World for a
large sum of money; we have decided to offer them to our members. There is not much dialog; just 55 minutes of nonstop action. First we see Sarah whipped. Then we see her back again; spanked, strapped and caned. Then she is
compelled to entrap another pusher (Jane). They catch her red handed and they give her a merciless flogging, finishing off
with a formidable caning. Genuine tears are shed!
N14: Beaten Bimbos. Alison is back in this latest Moonglow North video. Always popular - she has lost track of
how many videos she has starred in - she is as good as ever in this one. Here, two earthy North Country girls rent
a flat, with the view to stripping and selling the contents, as soon as the landlord has gone. However, they find a
cache of money as well. Bingo! But the landlord comes back for his money and catches them. Now northern
landlords take no hostages. First he makes them spank and paddle each other, then out come the canes, with no
holds barred.
N15: Molly’s Hundred. Alison shows her steel in this one; she takes a hundred and five strokes of the cane.
Nothing is faked - she counts each and every one. For what it's worth, the story line is simple. She plays Molly, a
gangster's moll, who is caught in bed with one of the gangster's heavies. He escapes before he can be identified
and she refuses to say who he was. The gangster soundly paddles her backside, but she still refuses to tell. He tells
her that she will get 100 strokes of the cane after lunch if she doesn't say. But after lunch she is still adamant and
he carries out his threat. It is only at the 105th stroke that she gives in!
N16: Secretarial Tea-Leaf. This was meant to be two half hour videos with girls completely new to the scene. In
the first part, Peter, a company director, discovers that his secretary has made many unauthorized transactions
on the company credit card. In fact, she has worked the card hard in her own interest, and it costs her bottom dear;
an interesting debut for a new girl to the scene. The second part is a complete disaster, but interesting as a result.
The acting is frankly awful throughout. The girl bottles out near the beginning of the caning. The moral of this
part is that making a spanking video is not nearly as easy as so many people think.
N17: The Spanking House. Shot in the mid 1990s, the young Alison is working in a Spanking House when an
American client arrives. He produces a paddle which she cannot cope with. Eventually, she up sticks and storms
out the house. The American is furious and makes the wretched receptionist complete the one to one with him.
When Alison returns later, the receptionist is furious and threatens to sack Alison. However she relents when
Alison agrees to give the American a free one to one, in which he will try out every instrument in the house on
her shapely bottom. Your chance to see a young Alison really put through her paces.
N18: Thawed Bottoms. Filmed in 1995, this is one of the more interesting Moonglow North titles. A cottage was rented
deep in the Pennine Hills in Northern England for the shoot. In good British tradition, the whole area was snowed in just
as the crew arrived. In good Moonglow North tradition, they made the best of the situation. At one point, both girls are
spanked in two foot of snow although, not surprisingly, it is quite a short scene. Anyway, the theme is of two venture
leaders sent on a leadership course for winter training. They are shocked to discover the strict regime that has been
designed for them, with strict consequences if they transgress the strict rules. Soon their bottoms glow red, which in some
ways is no bad thing considering how cold they become during the exercises. (Please note that, despite the best efforts of
our editor, time has affected the colour, giving the film a rather pastel effect.)
N19: Army Hundred. Alison, Jane and Nikki are three young army privates at a week-end camp. But Nikki has gone
AWOL in order to see her boyfriend while Alison and Jane finish the guard duty. Near the end, Jane is cleaning her rifle
and accidentally discharges a clip of ammo, nearly killing Alison. All hell breaks loose; all three are put on a charge and
summoned to see the Chief next morning in front of the rest of their company. Initially the girls are reluctant to tell the
truth, and the Colonel sentences them to a triple spanking to try to break their wall of silence. They are spanked
simultaneously, the room echoing to the smacks. Alison soon cracks and explains what has happened to the horror of the
other girls. Nikki is sentenced to 50 strokes of the cane for going AWOL and Jane 100 strokes for dangerously
discharging a rifle, while Alison escapes with no more punishment. Running time: 46 minutes. Plus Four quality clips
from the Moonglow Pay Site. (14 mins)
N20: Angela’s Fact and Fantasy. Angela is a crazy mixed up kid. At her college, Oscar the caretaker is responsible for
corporal punishment. Angela calls him uncle and has fantasies about him. When she has to report to him for punishment,
her fantasies run into overdrive. In her room, playing with herself naked on the bed, she imagines what is to come, but
very much her own version. A little later, she is in Oscar’s sitting room for some real spanking and caning. There, to her
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horror, is the tuck shop owner, from whom she stole some sweets, waiting for her. Oscar spanks her in front of the shop
owner, then both of them apply a range of paddles across her shapely bottom. Finally it is the cane from Oscar. Back in
her room, naked on the bed again, her fantasies go back into overdrive. She imagines calling out to Oscar to spank her
again, saying that he did not do a very good job. Finally her mind really becomes truly imaginative as she goes into a
bondage fantasy, spiced up with candles. How long will it be before she gives Oscar more reason to chastise her?
(Please note that this DVD has some graphic sexual scenes.)
N21: Caning Caretaker. The Caning Caretaker (40 minutes) Two pretty young wives enjoy going to the caretaker’s
flat in the basement for some flirting. One evening Susan leaves her mobile phone behind before she and a friend go out.
He reads her texts and discovers that she is going to see her lover. When she returns, he blackmails her. Take a caning
from him or he will speak to her husband. Finally she agrees and he gives her a full session of corporal punishment,
including paddles and a sound caning. True punishment for a voluptuous young wife! The Caned Nurse (23 minutes)
Mr Fortescue hires two young nurses while he is recuperating from his operation. But they are both most unsatisfactory.
He has to spank one for cleaning above his head while he is in bed, showering him in dust. The other’s timekeeping is
appalling. After many warnings he decides to give her a good caning to buck up her ideas; boy, does her bottom suffer!
The Caning Game Keeper (25 min) Moonglow favourite Alison is back in action here. When the game keeper catches
her lighting a fire in his grounds, she is dragged back to his cottage, where he has a broad range of instruments ready and
waiting to be applied to her bottom. Alison cannot believe what is happening to her, and especially to her bottom. She will
be learning the Country Code as soon as she arrives home.
N22: Office Pokes. This is the full, uncensored (Hardcore) version of N02: Whack, Oh!. A full fifteen minutes of
graphic sexual content has been restored, increasing running time from 65 to 79 minutes. The story line is unchanged but
now you see what Alison saw through the keyhole in Whack, Oh! (See N02 for story line).
N23: Burning Ambitions. Two models arrive at the Burning Ambition Model Agency looking for glamour
modelling work. But the owner reckons that they are rather spankable and tells them that the only available
work is in a CP film, and that he has been commissioned to audition any girls that apply for the work.
Reluctantly the girls agree to the auditions, and the lecherous owner spanks, whips and canes them. He also
tells them that the parts they will be playing are lap-dancers so they have to demonstrate these skills as well.
One can confidently say that this man enjoys his work. His receptionist will verify that! (54 minutes)
plus five clips from our website.

Not Guilty; Spanked and Released (5 minutes; with Xela) A furious prison guard spanks Eleanora when a
fancy lawyer gets her off a dangerous driving charge.
The Scruffy Security Guard (4 minutes; with Aleesha) Security guard Helen does not like looking smart
and her bottom suffers for it.
The Irate Husband (8 minutes; with CJ) An husband at the end of his tether buys a spanking bench.
Time for the Cane (7 minutes; with Donna) An Edwardian maid is caned when she changes her bosses
watch so that she can leave early.
Dumb Insolence (5 minutes; with Helen) After years of canings, a spanking from her boyfriend is of little
consequence on her tough bottom.
Moonglow West Titles: ** Includes all girl scenes.
[Numbers in brackets represent the number of the original video tape included on the DVD]
DVD No: West 01
Tina's Ton Up (W19) 32 min This one speaks for itself; one hundred very effective strokes of the cane for a guilt-raked
daughter with a conscience. A classic for those who like hard canings.
Minnie the Jinx (W04) 43 min Pert young Minnie, the bar maid, is always in trouble. Now she is in trouble for spilling
drinks over the grumpy old Colonel at the club. During her punishment, she lets slip that she is also on the fiddle with the
Club Secretary, Miss Grant. The Club Chairman flogs and canes the pair of them. The cheeky Minnie is eminently
canable!
Silly Millie (W05) 37 min Adorable Millie never does anything wrong. However, seeing some punishment instruments,
curiosity wins. She wants to try some of them. The owner doesn't hesitate! But Millie gets more than she bargained for;
even the cane. A relatively mild tape, suitable for introducing your girl-friend to the subject.
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DVD No: West 02
Naughty Nurses (W11) 59 min This is one for those who like their canings hard. Trying to help a patient, two nurses
fall foul of Dr Doogood. They plead not to be dismissed. They save their jobs but not their bottoms. A very hard caning
ensues.
Naughty Nurses II (W21) 59 min These two very attractive nurses offer a patient at a private clinic services to which he
is not entitled, even if they rather enjoy providing the service! When Doctor "Spoilsport" arrives, he is furious. They are
to be soundly spanked by the patient! He is to spank, paddle and cane them thoroughly, or pay for the extra services that
he has received. He readily agrees to the terms offered.
DVD No: West 03
CP Therapy Part I ** (W14) 60 min Marriage Guidance has failed so a Marriage Correction Service has been formed:
but first the new supervisor, Mrs Horne, must be shown and experience some of the new correction techniques by the
Town Clerk. Her first client is Mrs Loose. This video is another classic. Find out how Mrs Loose suffers at the hand of
Mrs Horne.
CP Therapy Part II (W20) 59 min The Marriage Guidance Council is back in business with the Town Clerk in action
dealing with the Mayor's wife, and an errant wife who fails to attend the Marriage Correction Officer's office unable to sit
down.
DVD No: West 04
Two for the Crop ** (W08) 51 min If you believe that a female cannot be pretty and also punish as hard as any man,
this video will change your mind. Manageress Geraldine flogs Mary for stealing tips. However, things don't go to plan,
and Geraldine is 'dropped' in it by Mary. She ends up with a hard cropping herself but there is another twist to the tale.
Two More for the Crop ** (W17) 58 min Back at Raimondo's Restaurant (see MGW8), times have moved on. The
pennyless Lady Bognor has to pay for her meal across the manageress's lap. Alas, they are interrupted by Raimondo,
angry about a complaint. Now both ladies are in for it: cane and strap
DVD No: West 05
Classic Canings ** (W24) 60 min Spoof on spanking in Roman Britain. Octavia gives the maid Marina when a
spanking when she discovers that the maid has been to bed with her husband Mark Antony and gets caned for herself for
her troubles.
HowZat! (W01) 57 min Two girls are up before the cricket club committee and properly punished for their misdeeds at
the Centenary cricket match. However, bad behaviour in the shower brings them both a hard caning.
DVD No: West 06
Retribution (W06) 47 min Mudstock, the gardener, reports two girls, getting them into trouble and they are soundly
spanked. Later left in Loco Parentis, the girls try to get their own back. But it backfires! Now out comes the strap and the
cane.
Flatmates' Discipline ** (W07) 42 min Out of a job, Mudstock takes up 'flashing', and is surprised to get an invite from
two well-meaning girls. Finding out that they punish each other, he gets them to demonstrate to him. Realising some
proper punishment coaching is called for, he leaves them both with well striped rear ends!
Uncle Terry's Naughty Nieces (W18) 51 min Terry has five sisters all with unruly daughters. Sibling loyalty is called
upon to reverse uncontrollable behaviour, with hand, strap, and of course the cane. Five girls!
DVD No: West 07
Marriage Guidance (W12) 49 min Poor Jim's henpecked until his friends tell him how to deal with the situation.
Suddenly, the tables are turned and he dishes out the punishment. Over fifty strokes of the cane!
Condomania ** (W02) 43 min Patricia (Pat) punishes her lodger for some hanky-panky, only to be over powered, with
the lodger getting her own back. Pat's boyfriend walks in on them and now the real action starts! Both receive a hard and
overdue caning.
Christmas Thrashings (W10) 47 min Two bored housewives decide to dress up as schoolgirls, then go to tease Father
Christmas at a local store. But this Santa is more than a match for them. Even Santa’s assistant (twin?) gets in on the act.
They end up sorely caned. Now do they believe in Father Christmas?
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DVD No: West 08
Model Thrashings ** (W23) 54 min An artist with strong ideas on how to deal with models, and artist’s maids, who
cannot keep still. The model is played by the stunning Spanish lady, Aura.
The Misadventures of St. Joan (W16) 57 min Rural France, 1429! The hens have stopped laying! Sir Robert's maid
servant and Joan are found out. First, the maid servant is flogged, then it's Joan's turn. Her experience is almost as bad as
an incandescent immolation. Finally, she is sent packing back to her dad.

DVD No: West 09
Severity School (W25) 60 min John’s final film. An illustration of how a headmaster should deal with three persistent
offenders in his sixth form. Frequent use of his flexible friend!
Seven Sore Dreams (W09) 49 min Kirsty can’t sleep. She is prescribed some new sleeping pills. Will they work?
Better take double amount to make sure! Kirsty's dreams dredge her conscience. It is a good job that Kirsty, although
very attractive, is able to absorb the hardest of canings. Over fifty strokes!
DVD No: West 10
Whacked at Work ** (W22) 59 min A despairing business man consults his uncle on how to deal with erring
secretaries. The advice is to take some direct action. He borrows some straps and canes, and uses them to good effect on
the young ladies.
Suffering Sisters (W03) 52 min Two girls turn up for a screen test, but they discover that there is a C.P. scene in the film:
they must be tested for it! They get more than they bargained for. They take the punishment well, but will they get the
parts?

DVD No: West 11
Blackrod! ** (W15) 52 min This video stars American Juliette Sevre. Felina, Karen's pen friend from Los Angeles,
pays her a visit. Dad's out playing golf, so the girls start playing their favourite game, slapping bottoms. Alas, golf has
been rained off. Dad walks in on them. Now he has acquired a new instrument: Blackrod!
Doctor's Remedy ** (W13) 52 min Dr Doogood's at it again. This time, both Lady Randy and her maid are in trouble
for promiscuous behaviour, while Lord Randy lies in hospital. Those who have seen Naughty Nurses know what they are
in for! Some very hard punishment including the cane.
DVD No: West 12
Extracts from the first twenty (W01 to W20) Moonglow West videos.
DVD No: West 13
One Man and his Cane ** John was creative director of Moonglow from 1995 to his death in 2002. He directed some
thirty DVD-videos under the series title Moonglow West, in which he demonstrated his high degree of skill in the
wielding of the cane across attractive female bottoms. His favourite model was the divine Stacey whose stunning body
enhanced any CP film. This DVD is a tribute to his skill and devotion to his craft. Included here are extracts from fourteen
of his best DVDs, twelve of which show John personally in action. He wielded a mean cane but never fell out with any
girl with whom he worked. A gentleman to the end, his charm and enthusiasm took him through any crisis, even if his
actors were at war! For example, in CP therapy (left), leading 1990s CP actress, Julie, a true affectionado, takes a long,
formidable caning from John. Lucy Bailey was another genuine enthusiast who often worked with John, and had an
intense debate with him on the best way to film a scene. Lucy went on to produce her own films, having observed John at
work. Like all artists, John had his eccentric side. His rubber chicken and silly abbot’s outfit was more than made up for
by top quality CP action.

Club Corporal DVDs
** Includes all girl scenes (but not exclusively)
Z01: Behind the Scenes at Club Corporal ** (Running time: 106 mins)
These are the videos about the famous Club Corporal, a site that most spanking enthusiasts must know by now. Both
videos feature footage unseen by members to date as well as footage that has previously been available only on CD. Club
Corporal videos are a must for all devotees of the erotic aspects of spanking.
Z02: Club Corporal: The Punishment Files ** (Running time: 96 mins)
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This new production features a complete video collection of punishment file sessions that have previously only been
available on individual CDs. Included are all 45 of the punishment sessions from Punishment Files 1 and 2, which Cindy
has re-edited from the original tapes to produce a stunning ninety plus minutes of continuous action that will take your
breath away!
Z03: Club Corporal: Punishments and Promotions ** (Running time: 90 mins)
Shot in London and Glasgow, this title features ninety minutes of non stop action, with no less than twenty one discipline
sessions! The story opens with Head Girl Elizabeth training Jennifer, a new recruit. Carl, the new deputy Director, drops
in to see how things are going, and decides to take matters, and Jennifer, into his own hands!

Spanking Online DVDs
Y03: The Music Lesson & Caned Cheeks
Part One - The Music Lesson: Mr Porter is furious when Simpson turns up for her lesson having forgotten her sheet
music. With A-levels looming, it is not time for such stupidity. Not one to suffer fools gladly, Mr Porter promptly
thrashes the wretched girl. [34 min] Part Two - Caned Cheeks: But Mr Porter is also on detention duty immediately
after the lesson. There is only one girl, Simpkins, in detention, which annoys him intensely. His drink is to be delayed
over one miserable girl. To pass the time, he sets her a test, which she fails badly. Inevitably, he decides to give her a
good thrashing as well. [36 min]
Y02: The Bare Bottom Maid & Truancy Thrashing
Part One - The Bare Bottom Maid: Some employees are really do value their jobs. Here this incompetent maid begs not
to be fired. Instead she suggests to her boss that corporal punishment would be a more effective solution. He adopts this
policy with enthusiasm. Her bottom is soon paying the price for her poor performance. Part Two - Truancy Thrashing:
Truancy remains a problem in the modern school system. But Peter has a rapid and effective solution; the rapid
applications of the hand, the strap and of course the cane. Plus two shorts: Truancy Caning and The Failed Agent.
Y01: The Chemistry Lesson & The Beating of Erica Delamare
Part One - The Chemistry Lesson. The lesson doled out to this wayward sixth former will impress the most hard bitten
CP enthusiast. Having failed her chemistry exam, her chemistry master is going to make sure that she passes the next
time. By the end, the wretched girl is actually looking forward to going down to resit her chemistry exam; that is, if she
can still sit. Nice cane work. Part Two - The Beating of Erica Delamare. In this one we go into the realm of domestic
discipline where a teenager learns to act responsibly. Drinking a full bottle of gin was only the first of her
misdemeanours.
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